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Overview of the Reporting Period
At the end of the last quarter we received significant adverse funding news, which risked the
closure of the entire organisation. We are delighted to report that we have recovered well from
this news, and secured a number of grant renewals and top-ups. This is the result of the
combination of a successfully implemented fundraising strategy, our solid reputation and the
generosity and understand of funders. We therefore look to the remainder of 2022 with optimism
and the expectation of continued growth.
During this quarter the Velos Youth center started a new cycle of workshops, such as “The Art of
Education” and “Transitioning to Adulthood”, aiming to include more young people in the center’s
activities. The workshops aim to bring people together, to have fun and express themselves in a
creative way, while learning new things that are relevant to their lives. At the same time, one of
our youth team started to facilitate the successful and famous “Fun Facts” workshop, which is
focuses on current affairs issues from around the world, and is presented in an interactive and fun
way. Due to covid restrictions that still apply in interior spaces only six people can participate in
each workshop. We hope that gradually the measures will be relaxed.
In the Housing Integration Project, we continue to provide accommodation for young people that
were homeless and had been living in high-risk conditions. During this quarter one young person
from Bangladesh successfully found a job in a popular restaurant in Athens. He is very happy with
this achievement and is enjoying his new working environment. We are still examining new cases
in order to find more young people to join the Housing Integration Project, especially as we have
been successful in securing funding from the Stavros Niarchos Foundation to open a second
apartment, with six spaces, for the next two year. However, in most cases we receive, many young
people have issues with their papers, (either they don’t have papers or their legal documents are
pending), which is a requirement for joining the Housing Integration project. Therefore we will
focus in the next period on promoting the project to partner organisations.
Lastly, the Russian invasion of Ukraine on the 24th of February 2022 is still ongoing. Greece has
already received many Ukrainian refugees, including unaccompanied children, which is unsettling
in terms of safeguarding and child protection due to the seemingly rapid expansion of services
from providers with little experience in supporting this group. This latest crisis has also highlighted
the true capacity of the Greek state to support, in their words ‘the real refugees’. Nonetheless it is
positive that many organisations have offered accommodation, Ukrainian lessons to children, and
interpretation services for Ukrainian arrivals. Amidst this, it was announced that Elaionas camp,
built in 2016 is to close, creating uncertainty for many of the camps residents.

Our Approach
Velos Youth provides an open safe space and supported accommodation for displaced
unaccompanied young people on the move. Our safe space, the Velos Youth Center, provides basic
services such as food, shower and laundry and facilitates access to specialist services including
protection, asylum, accommodation and education; protecting and advocating for young people’s
rights. We also offer a varied program of activities, centred around wellbeing, social development
and non-formal education, to foster feelings of belonging and self-worth and a sense of
community. We focus on young people building lives integrated within Greek society, to ensure
long term stability and opportunities.

Velos Youth is a place where young people come together as persons – not profiles – to
understand and practice both difference and unity.

Objective One: SAFETY and security
During the period Velos Youth supported 35 new young people, of which 25 were integrated
into the holistic case management system. These young people are then tracked using the
Lamplight Database Online ‘star’ methodology, in which they work with the Velos Youth
social worker to evaluate their current situation, set goals and subsequently agree action
points to move towards these goals. The social worker then makes internal and external
referrals to other specialist services, data for which is covered on the following pages of this
report. Velos Youth also served 547 hot meals to young people at the youth centre.
The MyRights! project concluded on the 31st of January. During January the lawyer
facilitated a legal workshop for the young people, on the topic of “The admissibility
procedure”, as requested from the young people and she also held 1:1 sessions with young
people to support them legally with their cases. As there were still many open cases (actions
that are pending, case results in the upcoming months), Velos Youth and our partners, Equal
Rights Beyond Borders, discussed and agreed that we will keep supporting the applicants
until their cases are closed. To further this work longer-term we have submitted a grant
application to the Global Fund for Human Rights Strategic Legal Fund. If successful we will
hire a lawyer directly into the Velos Youth team as well as a Bangla Translator, to replace the
team member who unfortunately has to leave the team at the end of the project. We await
the result of the application.
We continue to provide all the necessary information to our beneficiaries in relation to
COVID-19 measures, and continue to distribute hygiene kits that include masks, hand gels, to
reduce the risk of transmission and keep the young people safe. Linked to this our social
worker arranged 1:1 sessions and inform the young people about the vaccination procedure,
and support them to book their vaccinations. However, many young people do not have a
public healthcare number (AMKA) and therefore, cannot be vaccinated, while at the same
time cannot afford to pay for a rapid tests. Velos Youth was not always able to provide this,
and therefore the number of visitors/participants was reduced this reporting period. Lastly,
the center still operates with an appointment system and all young people should be either
vaccinated or provide a negative rapid test to participate in the activities and the lessons.

Objective Two: WELLBEING and health
During this quarter, our psychologist performed 33 1:1 appointments with 19 individuals, and
developed a new ‘Resilience Star’ in order to evaluate the specific mental health needs and
current situation of the young people. Indicators are designed in a way that we can identify
issues related to general mental health needs, the ways the young people are dealing with
adversities, the available social support networks and the ability and access of the young
people in education, housing and employment. A final indicator is the self-evaluation scale,
where we follow the young people’s opinions on their own progress, which is essential when
designing plans adjusted to their own needs and hopes for their present and future.
Together with our Livelihoods officer, our psychologist facilitated a series of workshops titled
“Transition to Adulthood”, covering various topics such as family and sexual relationships,
health and substances. The workshops create a safe place for discussion and exchange ideas,
bring participants together to learn from each other. The topics are selected taking into
consideration the young people’s needs with a long term goal to support their progression to
adulthood in a new country, most often without family to guide them.
We continue our collaboration with MSF, by providing a weekly training series on sexual
health and SGBV (Sexual, Gender Based Violence) topics for all the employees of Velos Youth.
Since we are working with young people 16-23 year old it is important to be informed on
SGBV issues and create the mechanisms to address the young people's questions and needs.
Service Type

Direct Referred

Sign-posted

Service Type

Referred

Sign-posted

Housing

23

52

Education

17

24

Asylum/Legal

17

54

Employment

72

9

Medical

34

31

Material

9

17

PSS

13

7

Guardianship

3

0

Drug & Alcohol

0

0

Protection

4

4

Objective Three: EMPOWERMENT and participation
Velos Youth center was visited a total of 815 times by young people throughout this quarter.
During this period, our Youth Worker performed 64 Learning Support Sessions with the
young people, developing their linguistic abilities and communication skills. Additionally, she
distributed 6 educational packs to the young people who are registered in the Greek lessons.
Our Greek teacher continues to deliver Greek language lessons and non-formal activities for
young people 16-23 year old at the Velos Youth center. During this quarter she also
facilitated project-based activities around the topics of Technology, (pros and cons, use of
mobile phones and consequences for the psychosocial development of the young people),
Employment (what should I avoid in an interview, dream job, future jobs and technology),
while she implemented one educational visit to We Need Books: multilingual library &
cultural center. In this visit the young people had the opportunity to explore the facility and
read different books, meet other people and relax in a nice environment. In this quarter 12
young people attended structure Greek language lessons.
Aside from Greek lessons, this quarter featured a variety of educative workshops. Doris, a
Canadian volunteer, joined the team in the middle of March, delivering the “Art of
Education” workshop. Doris is teaching English to young people through an experiential way
of learning. English lessons are very popular in the center and 5 young people are attending
on a regular basis. Two other international volunteers, who joined Velos in January,
concluded their internship program on the 16th of March. During this period they facilitated
a theater workshop that included role play, theater improvisation and techniques. Through
this the young people developed their creativity and team building skills.

Objective Four: COMMUNITY and integration
This quarter, our case management team provided 188 individual sessions to support the needs of
the young people and follow their overall progress, whilst our Livelihoods Officer implemented 118
individual sessions to further support them to access the labour market, undertaking job
consultations, CV creations and supporting the young people to complete job searches. During this
period, 7 people successfully found jobs.
We continue to support young people to gain independence and integrate into Greek society
through our Housing integration Project by providing a safe accommodation, access to education
(Greek lessons), workshops, psychosocial and legal support and job consultation. We continue to
hold a weekly flat meeting, a space where everyone can share their ideas and concerns. The
meeting is facilitated by the Livelihoods Officer and the discussions are mainly around
programming, sharing housework and building relationships.
We are delighted to announce the expansion of the Housing Integration Project, made possible
through a grant from the Stavros Niarchos Foundation (SNF), that will enable us to support more
young people in need. The Foundation will fund the opening of a second Young Person’s Apartment,
which will support 24 young people over the next two and half years, to build lives integrated
within Greek society. The project continues to complement the Velos Youth holistic care model and
benefits young people already accessing other Velos Youth services. Through the program young
people are supported by a range of local professionals to find work, organize their finances and
subsequently source stable private accommodation.
In the next quarter we will hire a Housing Integration Project Coordinator, to take oversight of both
project apartments, the 12 young people that will reside in them and the young people who have
left the accommodation but remain supported and monitored by Velos Youth. The first job for the
coordinator will be to source the second apartment, select six young people to join and design a
new ‘star’ for tracking their progress. The ‘star’ will be designed to complement the existing
Lamplight Database stars which have been used historically to track young people’s general
progress, and more recently to track their mental health progress that results from Velos Youth
psychosocial interventions.

Goals for next quarter
Objective One: Safety and Security
●
●

Continue to provide young people with current information about the pandemic and
vaccinations so they can make full use of the safe space at Velos Youth
Develop new inward referral pathways to increase attendance at the Velos Youth
Center and use of the basic services available

Objective Two: Wellbeing and Health
●

●

Continue to provide young people with current information and the pandemic and
vaccinations including information regarding a new service from IRC which aids with
getting vaccinated
Build referral pathways between Velos Youth and new partner organisations, to
secure more young people for our in-house psychological services

Objective Three: Empowerment and Participation
●

●
●

Design and submit a new application to EPIM for a new project that will target policy
change and improved practices regarding unaccompanied children and young
people’s transition to adulthood, and access to rights
Find a former Velos Youth young person to join the Velos Youth Advisory Board
Encourage and support young people to develop their own workshops to be
delivered at Velos Youth

Objective Four: Community and Integration
●
●
●

Build referral pathways between Velos Youth and new partner organisations, to
secure more young people for the Housing Integration Program
Recruit a Housing Integration Project Coordinator and open a second Young Person’s
Apartment with funding from the Stavros Niarchos Foundation
Develop a ‘6-month Integration Plan’ tool and a new ‘star’ to track the progress of
young people in the Housing Integration Project

General
●

Complete Module Two of the ‘M&E Level-Up’ grant secured from the Dutch
Council for Refugees - an comprehensive monitoring, evaluation and learning
framework.

Concluding remarks
To close this report, we share the following case study, demonstrating the reality faced by young
refugees in Athens.
Wesam is a young person from Algeria, aged 21. He first came to the Velos Youth Center at the
beginning of November 2021 with a request for general support and for Greek language classes.
During the registration process that followed, as part of Velos Youth’s case management system,
he informed us that he had first arrived to Greece 2 years ago via the Evros land border in the
north of the country. He had lost contact with his family and did not have any support network in
Athens.
From October up to present, Velos Youth has been delivering Greek language lessons for young
people aged 16-23 years old, aiming to develop their linguistic abilities and skills and gradually
support them towards independence. When Wesam expressed his interest to participate in these
lessons we arranged an appointment to introduce him to the structure, timetable and rules of the
class. From this discussion we understood that he had a lot of energy, was very enthusiastic about
the lessons and eager to learn. During our appointment he asked many questions, was very polite
and communicative and at the end he thanked us in Greek - “efharisto poli”.
Wesam was immediately very open and friendly both to the staff and to the other students and
soon made friends at the Velos Youth Centre. He was always on time, very punctual with his
homework and, even when having difficulty understanding, always asked for support. Wesam
never missed a class and consistently tries his hardest to improve his Greek and learn more. He
made a lot of progress, especially verbal speech/communication. However, his writing skills
needed improvement because he faces some learning difficulties which are very challenging to
identify in non-native speakers. In general Wesam took every opportunity given to him; willing to
participate in every workshop or project-based activity facilitated by the teacher.
It was also clear that Wesam’s motivation to learn is linked to his other life goals. He shared with
us that he wanted “to find a job so he can continue to practice Greek as well”. This is interesting
because the Greek lessons are designed to help young people to secure employment, but it was
encouraging to see part of the motivation for this was to have more opportunities to practice.
Linking goals and next-steps in this way is essential for young people to maintain their motivation
for learning such a difficult language.
Wesam is currently being housed in an apartment with 5 other people, provided by another NGO.
In March he finally managed to find a job with the support of our Livelihoods Officer. He is now
working in a bakery with a full-time contact and we continue to support him in his integration
process.
“Can I attend everyday the lessons? It helps me a lot in my everyday life”
W. 21 year old, Algeria

